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1.- GRID DISTRIBUTION:

In Argentina the grid distribution is organized in such a
way that the Embalse Power Plant is located in a place where
power is produced.
The most important places of power consumption are located
near Buenos Aires city. Just one line connects Embalse with
the consumption places. That distribution is shown in figure
1.
As a result of that condition the power is flowing through
the interconnection line in such a way that every time a
disturb cuts the line a strong power transient affects the
Nuclear Power Plant.

2.- EARLY TIMES:

The design of the boiler level control included the
proportional, integral, mass balance, power bias and power
swell terms.
The Embalse Nuclear Power Plant boiler is small and the
feedwater loop does not includes any delav tank in its
circuits to allow the temperature and pressure of the
feedwater to be at constant value.

During commissioning some test and simulation were done in
order to mitigate oscilations in the boiler level. Figure 2
shows an open loop step response to an increase in the
feedwater valve stroke, made at low power. There is a delay
of about 70 sec. between the moment in which level increase

that in wh`ch v-'ve operates.
and =J-

A simulation code of the boiler to understand the phisics of
the process was developed. The level is a function of the
amount of mass in the downcomer and the liquid mass in the
drum.
The simulation shows that in the first part of the
transient there is an icrease in the feedwater flow of
subcooled water entering the boiler, it reduces the boiling
in the riser and increases its mass.
The liquid mass in the drum and downcomer starts to increase
only after the riser finds a 'new boiling equilibrium.
The long delay between the feedwater entrance and the level,



forces to select a large integral time constant in the
control algorithm to avoid oscilations. 

Ar,cording with the previous analysis it is not possible to
increase the boiler level very soon, and if the feedwater
is cold enough and increases fast it might reduce the level
by reducing boiling in the riser.
That means that it is not possible to avoid a fast dropping
in the water level. Probably an increase in the feedwater
could also reduce the level in the beginning instead of
increase it.

We dedicated some time to the tune up of the feedback
proportional, integral and balance of mass terms. The bias
term was based only on reactor power with a delay of 20 sec.
After the tune up the boiler level operated correctly in
every steady state at any power.
But there were some transients that upseted the level in
such a way that -reached the stepback or trips setpoints.
Many times there were outages due to the boiler level
upsets. The more important transients are:
- Changes in feedwater temperature due to preheater bypass
- Changes in feedwater pressure due to changes in the

feedwater pumps configuration.
- Normal changes from the start up valve to the main valve.
- Change of the selected main valve.
And, of course, the major transients:
- Loss of line, load rejection.
- Turbine trip.
- Reactor trip.

2.1 Any transients based on the perturbation in the
feedwater system were not aknowledged until the level
changed enough to start to compensate the perturbation
with the feedwater valve. Sometimes the perturbation was
so large that it upseted the level and the control were
unable to take care of it.

2.2 A tipical boiler level transient following a loss of
line is shown in figure 3.
The stepback on loss of line produces a shrinkage in the
riser water and a fast reduction of the level that is
not possible to be avoid. The control algorithm opens
the feedwater valve and the cool water increases the
shrinkage and help to reduce the level. The high eor
in the algorithm increases the integral term.

When the level starts to increase the water valve start
to close and the reduction in the feedwater increases
boiling in the riser. Integral term and boiling in the

rl,5er f-s�� both increases the mass in the downcomer and
the overshoot produce the trip of the CSDV and the
turbine.



The purpose of the changes in the boiler level control is to
avoid reactor trip, reactor stepback or turbine trip based
on boiler level upsets.

3.- BOILER LEVEL SPECIFICATION

The first step to solve the problem is to specify what we
can expect from the boiler level during the transients.
3.1 Feedwater perturbations should be avoided before they

affect the level, if it is possible.
3.2 We can not avoid fast level drops every time that the

power is reduced.
3.3 Fast changes in the level following a power -reduction do

not means lack of water; it means mass srhinkages and do
not have to trip the stepback condition.

3.4 It is better to avoid an overshoot after a perturbation
than to pretend a fast recovery of the level.

4.- BOILER LEVEL ALGORITHM CHANGE 

4.1 Feedwater temperature transient:
The amount of steam produced in the boiler depends
on the power of the reactor and on the feedwater
temperature. If the feedwater temperature is reduced
at first the level decreases because of the water
shirnkage but in the long time -�he level increases
because there is more mass of feedwater coming in than
that of steam going out.
To avoid the upset in the level, when the feedwater
temperature changes, the bias term was changed adding a
factor depending on the feedwater temperature.

4.2 Feedwater pressure and valves operation tansient:
The original algorithm calculates the valve lift.

Changes in pressure or in the valve caracteristic will
affect the feedwater flow. The level will vary ntil
the control algorithm will compensate these changes.

In order to avoid that problem a cascade control has
been included. The level control algorithm will define
the flow setpoint. A flow control algorithm was added
to adjust the lift of the valve in order to have the
desired flow.
The flow control is operated only when the main valves
are selected to control the level (over 18% Power).



When the feedwater pressure changes the flow control
adjust the valve lift to kept the flow constant.

When �-he second main valve is selected to control the
level, the flow control will also be adjusted so that
the valve will mantain the flow in its setpoint as is
shown in figure .

When the control program decides to select the main
valve instead of the start up valve to control the
level, the feedwater flow setpoint is set equal to the
measured flow and the feedwater flow is kept constant.

4.3 Loss of line transient:
With the new specification in mind an algorithm has been
developed.
The boiler level set point has been divided in two
signals: The desired level set point and the actual
level setl>oint.

The desired level setpoint (LS) is calculated in the
same way as it was calculated before.

The actual level setpoint (LSF) is calculated in the
following way: LSF approaches LS with a time constant of
75 sec. LSF is limited in a way that the difference
between its value and the actual level (LVL) can not be
bigger than a constant value LIMLE:

LV - LIMLE < LSF < LVL + LIMLE

The control actions are taken based on an eor defined
as:

ER = LSF - LVL

In that way the error is limited to a maximun value
LIMLE.
In order to test the new algorithm, the same
simulation of the loss of line incident has been done.
Figure shows a transient simulated in wich the actual
setpoint is reduced following the shrinkage of the
boiler riser. Afterword the actual setpoint and the
actual level reaches the desired level setpoint
without a significant over shoot.



5.- LOW BOILER LEVEL STEPBACK MODIFICATION:

On that transient the boiler level reaches values very close
to the stepback setpoint in according with the
specification 31 and 32 nothing has to be done on that
level.
The step back has to discriminate if the sudden reduction in
the level is a problem of mass shrinkage or mass reduction.
In order to fulfil with this condition a new term has been
added to the stepback setpoint .
The new equation for that setpoint is the following.

LSTEP LSTEP1 + LSTEP2
LSTEP1 is the old stepback setpoint
LSTEP2 KSTP 1 4PB

1 + s. TAU Ts

TAU 40 seg.
KSTP 170
ctPB deference of the boiler power between two time steps.
TS is the program time step.

With this euation the stepback set point follows the
actual level as can be seen in figure 
Some times the loss of line stepback finished at a power
lower than 60% .
The endpoint depends on the estimated flux power on the next
step.
In order to have a more accurate endpoint of the loss of
line transient the stepback is cleared at 70% and a setback
is iniciate with the power endpoint at 60%.

6.- BACKFITTING ANDIEST:

After the conceptual design has been completed the new
program specifications were sent in order to be introduced
into the computer.
In one programed outage of the plant the modifications have
been added and a test that included a loss of line transient
was completed.
Figure 6 shows the behaviour of the four level measurements
aLnd Figure 7 shows how the new algorithm is working. One of
the most important conclusions is that if the stepback is
not modified it could trip the stepback 38 seconds after the
incident
After th; operation of the system several other losses of
line happen in the plant.
Figures shows another diferent loss of line and the
behaviour of the boiler level.



CONCLUSION

After several years of operation it is possible to verify that
the new algorthim reduces the chances of plant outage
increasing the confidence in the plant to overcome with succes
such transient.
Every transient in the plant is analized in oder to improve the
control algorithm.
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